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ABSTRACT
The need for Content moderation is indispensable as publishers can't allow inappropriate or
illegal content to be published through or on their platforms. Also, every publisher has the
responsibility of checking works to ensure that the content of the results is ethical for readers, and
viewers can get clean and explicit content. Machine moderators may be the all-important response
to the growing need for moderators. The push for machine moderators is often justified as a
necessary response to the scale of work supposed to be edited. The use of machines, Artificial
Intelligence (AI) will make content editing faster and possibly more accurate than human
moderators. This work looks into the meaning of content moderation, how machines are used for
content moderation and the advantages of using machines in content moderation. It also highlights
the significant innovations in the use of machine moderators in content management. The
simulation of Human Intelligence in machines programmed to think like humans and mimic their
actions is referred to as artificial intelligence (AI). The term may also be used for any machine or
computer that exhibits characteristics resembling the human mind, such as problem-solving and
learning. The optimal feature of artificial intelligence is defined as the ability to rationalize, learn
and take actions that have the highest potential to be most beneficial for the intended goal and
objectives.
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INTRODUCTION
Content creation has become a very burgeoning venture for contemporary peers of the 21st
century, maximizing the enormous resources afforded by the Internet to unleash their potentials.
It is a fact that currently, the Internet is reputed to have over 4.5 billion users who generate
zillions of images, videos, messages, and other forms of content daily for public consumption. It
became pretty imperative that this avalanche of contents pumped into space has to be regulated
somehow, because the users of the internet would want to safely visit these platforms (social
media platforms or online vendors) to not have a negative experience. In search of a solution,
content moderation was found (Aggarwal, 2018). Content Moderation is viewed as a unique
technique of observing and applying the laid down set of rules and principles to user-generated
intellectual inventions to determine whether or not the information (a particular) is allowed and if
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it is worthy of public consumption (Ahmed, 2020). This technique appropriately removes any
data perceived as too obscene, vulgar, fake, fraudulent, harmful, or not reader-friendly.
Authors and academic writers alike have traditionally relied on people to engage in a very
manually intensive review of their articles. This manual form of content moderation is a daunting
task that is both capitals expensive and time-consuming and largely not very efficient (Koetsier,
2020). Most organizations involved in intellectual publications with the growing demands on
their radar are investing in deep learning (DL) techniques to make algorithms that can manage
content automatically without having to be solely dependent on human editors (Azad et al.,
2021).
This article opines that effective content moderation is requisite of full and reflective
considerations on critical public issues and reader-friendly devoid of grammatical errors and poor
sentence construction. The alternative use of machine moderators for content moderation,
primarily academic articles, is seen as a desirable development, primarily because of the
guaranteed speed, accuracy, efficiency, and effectiveness. A set of ground rules are just needed to
be fed into the machine, including ones relating to auto-correct, sentence construction,
punctuations detection, and vulgar-freeness. However, the adoption of machine moderators does
not eliminate the human factor but rather ensures more proficiency in ensuring an error-free
intellectual article. This human presence provides technical support, especially when these errordetecting machines begin to malfunction or wear out either due to poor maintenance or the fact that
a replacement is imperative. They also feed into the machines the appropriate set of instructions to
work upon. No two intellectual contents are the same, so the content moderating devices must be
designed to appropriately attend to each content's uniqueness. This paper appreciates the
imperfections of human content editors. Consequently, it advances that the usage of Machine
Moderators is most effective in the management of educational content that will be put out for
public consumption, especially due to its detailed word-for-word approach leaving no stone
unturned.
WHAT IS CONTENT MODERATION?
The beauty of any content is determined mainly by the extent to which it meets particular
standards within the very community of its consumption. Every community where content,
whether academic, religious, musical, or video content, is to be published ordinarily has an
acceptable threshold of what the language coaching should be like, the quality of the
information, and even the correctness of its structural sentence. When all these common
assessment factors are considered, then the necessity for either a manual or automated content
moderation cannot be over-emphasized. Content moderation is the skillful monitoring and
regulation of user-generated posts or publications through infusing a set of defined rules and
guidelines. This technique involves the management of different content not limited to just
internet posts, but also including written scholarly works, videos, and pictures following an
already pre-determined set of rules and regulations, which produces the desired results for the
content moderator or editor (Vadlamudi, 2021a). These pre-determined rules for activating the
content moderation process may include other requirements, such as making sure the content is
in line with copyright laws, and internal requirements, such as making sure posts is in line with
the terms and conditions of the platform or that a written publication is plagiarism-free and
devoid of errors. Both people and machines can be effectively used to manage content with a lot
of details (Paruchuri, 2019). How most organizations elect to keep close tabs on consumer
activities is subjective to the different types of social media platforms, digital communities as it
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relates to content management, meaning that the aim is, to ensure non-derogation from the
quality of information they intend to convey. Obviously, from text-based content, adverts,
images, profiles, and videos placed in forums, online communities, social media pages, and
websites, the goal of most content moderators and the type of content moderation strategy they
wish to optimize is to maintain brand credibility, trustworthiness and security for businesses and
their followers whether online or not (Suler, 2004). Enterprises themselves can also manage
content. For instance, a platform can give a person the job of moderating the comments on a blog
or website. Notably, huge platforms, such as Facebook, have entire units dedicated to monitoring
the content on their website and always drive home narratives that promote their overall interests
while keeping clients and visitors engaged. Content moderation is essential because it involves
making sure content adheres to local, national, and international law as well as the desired
standards. The use of double–checkers in most blog articles has enabled most bloggers to avoid
expensive and career-threatening copyright lawsuits.
Interestingly in the absence of content moderation, there will be no restrictions on content
that can be published and users can publish anything they like without consequences (most
people believe that the automatic content moderation on websites is an infringement on their
right of expression). Content moderation is mainly done internally and externally. For example,
an academic researcher in Harvard Business School may choose to delegate the task of
responding to reviews and comments regarding a business strategy nuggets on his online
platform to an employee (Ahmed et al., 2013). Figure 1 shows the archetypal content moderation
workflow. If a response doesn't adhere to the company's terms and conditions, it will be
removed. Social media giants Twitter uses this content moderation technique to maintain the
desired sanity, which involves pulling down fake, spurious, and unfounded stories, inciting and
obscene resources on its platform.

FIGURE 1
ARCHETYPAL CONTENT MODERATION WORKFLOW
Source: http://si410wiki.sites.uofmhosting.net/index.php/Content_moderation
WHAT ARE MACHINE MODERATORS?
This means that programmed machines deal with user-generated content through the
platforms rules and guidelines that have been fed into the computer. User-generated content
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maybe accepted, deleted or even sent to a human moderator automatically based on the platforms
policy by machine moderators. Machine moderators provides an excellent solution for internetbased platforms that want to ensure that quality user-generated content is given optimum priority
(Paruchuri, 2021). Users of such platforms are safe when interacting on their sites. Due to the
many lapses and imperfections associated with the traditional method of content editing or
moderation, which ultimately affects valuable economic time, machine moderation has become
very popular, especially in the 21st century, all thanks to the digital age. Accordingly, Microsoft
conducted a very prominent study and discovered that humans, on average, stay attentive for just
eight seconds. Therefore, authors, writers, media platforms, and content creators, in general,
cannot bear to have a slow-to-site of the user-produced content, or they may risk losing their
users. However, users who are faced with substandard quality, inappropriate content, scam, etc.,
are more likely to leave the site immediately. So what does that mean for us? For content
creators not to compromise their time-tested standard quality, they may need to consider using
machine moderators or Artificial Intelligence (AI). Some content moderation comprises groups
of technically skilled people who ensure that the content maintains the proper sentence structure,
desired context, originality, and error-freeness. In other cases, moderation may rely on machines
(Artificial intelligence). Manual moderating by humans of content is the most effective strategy
in providing personalized replies to comments and reviews online. Still, the time taken and the
number of people needed to carry out the effect are pretty consuming and alarming. For large
websites that publish and maintain a lot of content, AI is essential. Facebook and YouTube use
AI to detect content based on certain words, phrases and whether the description aligns with
what is published. Content when in stark may default and can be flagged immediately and
automatically deleted from the site or highlighted and erased in the case of an academic article
written. Howbeit, machine moderation seems to work best when used in combination with rapt
attention from human moderators. There is a considerable limit to what a machine can do. For
instance, algorithms cannot identify the touches of sarcasm and ironies in a post, which might
not tally with the content creator’s intention. While an AI may flag a piece of content, an actual
human being may determine whether or not the content should be removed. This will amount to
a symbiotic utilization of the available methodologies of content management details. The
Machine Moderator also has an Artificial Intelligence moderation feature that enables it to learn
models built from online platform-specific data to efficiently and accurately catch unwanted
user-produced content which does not meet the standard guidelines for acceptance. A machine
moderation solution will take very accurate automated moderation decisions.
WHAT CONTENTS GET MODERATED?
It is pretty essential to get into the nitty-gritty. Some content are key target of content
moderation management systems on all fronts. Ordinarily, content is managed in two ways –
either through warning before submission of suspected abusive content or deleting, and rejection
(in the case of academic articles), and punishment after the fact (especially where it is perceived
that the warnings were ignored deliberately). Figure 2 shows why Facebook content removes?
The contents that most moderators would harshly scrutinize are the following:
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FIGURE 2
FACEBOOK CONTENT REMOVAL REASONS
(Source; www.forbes.com)
Abusive Content
Some contents are aimed at harassing and abusing specific persons or groups of people
online. This content category is abusive content, behaviors such as hate speech, racist remarks,
cyber-bullying, and content that incites violence. Social disturbances are sometimes challenging
to define, and most publishing platforms have made efforts to recognize them automatically
using AI and content management systems (Schomer, 2019). Several cyber-bullying and attacks
on social media have affected several persons in terrible ways. Some have unfortunately led to
self-harm and even suicide. Media companies such as Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter have
been pressured to add reporting options and high-level content management systems to detect
abusive content. The majority of moderating machine systems uses a combination of image and
natural language processing along with social network analysis.
Fake / Misleading content
Some contents are fake and intended to mislead the consumers. This category deals with
false and misleading content published on social media networks to aid hasten the spread of
incorrect and inaccurate information. These are usually news and articles. The phrase "fake
news" has become a norm in the political world. Identifying fake news presents a difficult task
for human moderators as it is nearly impossible to check the authenticity of each article posted
manually. Currently, content management systems use techniques such as combining a huge
common-sense knowledge base, incorporating multiple reputation-based factors and natural
language using social media network examination and technical elements.
Nudity / Explicit content
Contents could be inappropriate and offensive for consumers. Sexually explicit content and
nudity are usually very harmful to consumers. Machine moderators use image processing
techniques to detect this category of content. Different platforms allow a certain level of nude or
sexually explicit content. For example, Facebook and Instagram have zero tolerance and do allow
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such content. While Reddit does not have any restrictions on them and allows for all legal cases.
Recently, Tumblr changed its policy as it does not allow pornography and most nudity on its
platform.
Inciting Violence and Racism
Any content which has manifested sufficient evidence of its capabilities to incite violence
between identifiable communities is out rightly rejected and appropriate sanctions meted out.
Whether graphically, text-crafted, or video authored, provocative racial publications are treated
by most content moderators as a great unpardonable sin. Most content moderators like the ones
used by Twitter and Facebook go to the extent of banning the creator of such highly inflammable
content; a typical example is Donald Trump's Capitol Hill violence incitement posts on Facebook
and Twitter, leading to his outright ban on the platforms.
Scams, phishing, and hacking
This category of content is intended to deceive and scam the consumers. Platforms prohibit
this type of content and remove them from content management for protecting users of their
platform. Figure 3 provides, content moderation report, this type of content will usually get users to
go away from the platform and use a different platform. The external platform would try to scam
the user using their personal information or call to send money to an accidental party (Ahmed et
al., 2021). The technique mostly is to copy the URLs on the original, which can be done using
hemolymph attacks or giving the user an attractive deal, usually better, on some purchases using
the platform. This type of content maybe is identified through 'natural language processing,
reputation based factor using social network examination, and gathering is known phishing links
and accounts.

FIGURE 3
CONTENT MODERATION REPORT
(Source; https://africa.businessinsider.com/)
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SIGNIFICANT ADVANTAGES OF THE USE. MACHINE MODERATORS
Research shows that the amount of data uploaded to the Internet every day is a mindblowing 2.5 quintillion bytes. A group of human internet gatekeepers that is the moderators
working at top speed may only handle going through just a tiny amount of the user-generated
content (Vadlamudi et al., 2021). It takes just a minor slip up or likely error for a human
Moderator's reputation to be tarnished. Continuous publishing of harmful content on a platform
due to human error or negligence can put users and viewers at risk in the long run. Human error
and oversight are likely to occur as moderation is a tasking job for humans. Going through many
hateful and damaging content can take its toll. Machine moderators can help resolve this.
Machine moderators may be taught true machine learning (to be discussed later) to identify
specific patterns of content and certain words. For instance, where a platform is trying to reduce
profanity, adult content, sexual language, violence, bullying, racism, spam, or fraud, the machine
moderators (AI) can learn to detect this type of content. By examining what human moderators
seem harmful, AI moderators understand and learn good examples of what is and what not
acceptable content on the platform is. The machine moderators know and get smarter every day
as technological advancement increases. Through machine learning, the AI gets better at
recognizing specific words and the context of those words. While emotions behind the content
remain better suited for humans to identify, AI and humans can work hand in hand to monitor
content effectively.
DOWNSIDES TO MACHINE MODERATORS IN CMS
The potential of machine moderators to give rise to job losses. The use of AI in the
moderation contents would lead to loss of jobs for human content moderators as more work
would be done at a shorter time by fewer people working with an AI. Also, the likely algorithmic
bias flowing from humans in the database. While the above downsides should not be ignored, it
is worthy of note that advances in machine moderation can create better business and better lives
for everyone (Paruchuri et al., 2021). If correctly implemented, artificial intelligence has
immense potential.
ADVANCES IN MACHINE MODERATORS AND ITS POTENTIAL FUTURE IMPACT
The recent progress in machine moderators has been driven mainly by machine learning.
Machine learning allows a computer system to make decisions and, through calculations using
algorithms, make predictions of outcomes without being programmed for the tasks. For this
approach to work, a set of data or a training environment for the system to experiment would be
needed. Deep neural network," which is a breakthrough development for machine learning in
recent times, has enabled "deep learning" for machines. The neural networks allow the computer
system to recognize complex data (Speech, images, and so on). This advancement brings the
quality of performance of these computer applications in delivering specific tasks. They have
been training to a level that now compares to humans even though there may be some errors.
Like most technologies, machine moderators and AI-driven progress in algorithm
development would continue to advance in the coming years. This development may be
hampered by factors such as; the lack of transparency of some algorithms that may not fully
explain the reasoning behind their actions and decisions—also, the low level of trust in
moderating machines and AI by the society (Ganapathy, 2015). There is more trust in humans
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handling complex tasks compared to belief in computers. Also, there seems to be inadequate
qualified personnel for developing and implementing machine moderators and
AI. Glikson & Woolley (2020) presented the analysis of the growth rate human trust in AI (see:
Figure 4). With technological advancement, trust and confidence in AI and machine moderators
will increase as it is seen performing tasks well, and it is used in many other aspects of our lives.

FIGURE 4
THE ANALYSIS OF THE GROWTH RATE HUMAN TRUST IN AI
(GLIKSON & WOOLLEY, 2020)
Source; https://journals.aom.org/doi/10.5465/annals.2018.0057
THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF MACHINE MODERATORS ON CMS
Machine moderators (AI) may likely play a crucial role in content management system
through the following ways:
a)

b)

c)

Machine moderators may be used in the pre-moderation stage to flag content for review by humans.
This would increase moderation accuracy and improve the pre-moderation stage. Techniques such as
"hash matching," where the data to be reviewed, run through a database of known harmful data. E.g.,
the fingerprint of an image may be collected and compared with a database of known harmful
images. Another technique used is “keyword filtering,” where words and phrases with potentially
harmful meanings are used to flag content. Though they have a tremendous impact on content
management by AI moderators, there are limitations (Sharma, 2020). Limitations such as detecting
languages, symbolic speech such as sarcasm, and emojis become problematic as particular. Slangs
change. The earlier discussed recurrent neural networks can allow for more advanced examination of
content, especially those challenging to moderate. “Metadata” encodes some data essential to
moderation decisions about content, such as user’s history on the site, the number of friends or
followers, and other information about the user’s actual identity.
Machine moderators can be used to synthesize training data. This would help improve the premoderation performance. Generative AI techniques such as “generative adversarial networks (GANs).
This technique creates images of harmful content, which may be used in place of the existing types of
harmful content when teaching machines (Vadlamudi, 2020a).
Machine moderators can help manual moderating by increasing their productivity and reducing the
potentially harmful effects of content management on humans. A machine moderator reduces the
workload and amount of damaging content human moderators are exposed to, reducing the
detrimental impact of content management on the human moderators (Ganapathy, 2016). The machine
moderators can increase the effectiveness of individual moderators by prioritizing contents that they
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should review based on the level of harm they may cause. An AI may also reduce the issues of
language in content management by providing high-quality translation. In using an automated content
management system, the productivity of individual moderators will increase, and the side effects of
viewing damaging content can be reduced (Zhu ei\t al., 2021).

SIGNIFICANT ADVANTAGES OF THE USE. MACHINE MODERATORS
Research shows that the amount of data uploaded to the Internet every day is a mindblowing 2.5 quintillion bytes. A group of human internet gatekeepers that is the moderators
working at top speed may only handle going through just a tiny amount of the user-generated
content (Vadlamudi, 2021). It takes just a minor slip up or likely error for a human Moderator's
reputation to be tarnished. Continuous publishing of harmful content on a platform due to human
error or negligence can put users and viewers at risk in the long run. Human error and oversight
are likely to occur as moderation is a tasking job for humans (Amin & Vadlamudi, 2021). Going
through many hateful and negative content can take its toll. Machine moderators can help
resolve this problem. Machine moderators may be taught through machine learning (Vadlamudi,
2020b) to identify specific patterns of content and certain words. For instance, where a platform
is trying to reduce profanity, adult content, sexual language, violence, bullying, racism, spam, or
fraud, the machine moderators (AI) can learn to detect this type of content.
By examining what human moderators see harmful, AI moderators understand and learn
good examples of what is and what is not an acceptable content on the platform. The machine
moderators learn and get smarter every day as technological advancement increases. Through
machine learning, the AI gets better at recognizing specific words and the context of those words
(Donepudi et al., 2020). While emotions behind the content remain better suited for humans to
identify, AI and humans can work hand in hand to monitor content effectively.
DOWNSIDES TO MACHINE MODERATORS IN CMS
The potential of machine moderators to give rise to job losses. The use of AI in the
moderation contents would lead to loss of jobs for human content moderators as more work
would be done at a shorter time by fewer people working with an AI. Also, the likely algorithmic
bias flowing from humans in the database (Doewes et al., 2021). While the above downsides
should not be ignored, it is worthy of note that advances in machine moderation can create better
business and better lives for everyone (Ganapathy, 2017). If correctly implemented, artificial
intelligence has immense potential.
CONCLUSION
Management system. It has brought a new level of objectivity and consistency unrivaled by
the human and manual content moderation technique. Driven by machine learning, it optimizes
the moderation process using algorithms to learn from existing data. Machine moderators also
allow the content management system to make sophisticated review decisions for user-generated
content. Builders of machine moderators, like other innovations, try to make machine
moderators intelligent and quick to allow for fast and error-free content moderation as compared
to manual content moderation—machine moderators, through their automation techniques,
moderates every content before they are published for public consumption. This is not to say that
machine moderators are perfect, and without hitches, there are shortcomings and downsides to
the use of machine moderators and benefits. The machine moderators, with time, would improve
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through machine learning and the inflow of new data. This would help IoT entrepreneurs to put
machine moderators in a better and more advanced position for content management.
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